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This app is to verify and fix some issues with the Rachana font as mentioned in this FAQ for
the people who have the same issue as I do. It is a standalone app and does not depend on
or use any other tool. Poochakutty Download With Full Crack Features: Convert Rachana to
Unicode format. Convert Rachana to ISM format. Prevent certain document types from
converting. Report the issues encountered by Rachana. Provide an easy conversion tool to
convert the font to both Unicode and ISM formats. Problems fixed: Incorrect characters like
"w","m","l",""","p","|" in some documents have been fixed. Conversion of RichText to
Unicode has been fixed Some other minor bug fixes are in progress. Document Converter To
save your time, Poochakutty has made a Document Converter for converting all the
documents you may find in Rachana into Unicode or ISM format. The converter will check
all your documents for the problems with the Rachana font, if it finds any issues it will warn
you about the same. The converter will also report those problems to the Rachana team to
help you out in fixing those problems. You can also use this document converter to convert
any other font to Unicode format. The converter will also check the document for the
common issues with Rachana conversion, if it finds any it will warn you. Available Input
formats: RichText RTF PowerPoint Word Convert to Unicode: To convert your document to
Unicode format, you just need to type in the text you want to convert and click the convert
button to get the output. Poochakutty converts the text present in the document in Rachana
font to Unicode format. Please note that, the converter cannot convert old or non-
convertable documents. The converter works only on the documents where the text is
present in the Rachana font. The converter will convert the text as per the selected Rachana
version and will also check the documents for the commonly reported issues with Rachana
conversion. You can also choose the specific unicode encoding type for the output. Convert
to ISM: To convert your document to ISM format, you just need to type in the text you want
to convert and click
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• Converts rachana ASCII font to Unicode or ISM font • Installs the latest rachana font in
Windows • Supports all major Windows editions • Includes a demo version • Easily converts
Rachana ASCII font into Unicode or ISM font Poochakutty is a lightweight and easy to use
application designed to help you convert documents typed in Rachana ASCII fonts to
Unicode or ISM. Rachana is a Malayalam font that may not be properly read by some text
editors. Poochakutty can solve this issue by easily converting the font into Unicode format,
while maintaining the text content intact. The software only supports rich-text format
documents, so in order to make the conversion, first you have to save your file as RTF. Then,
all you have to do is browse for the desired RTF document, choose the Rachana version, the
output font type (Unicode or ISM) and press the convert button! What's New in Poochakutty
1.0 Installs the latest Rachana font in Windows Supports all major Windows editions
Includes a demo version Easily converts Rachana ASCII font into Unicode or ISM font
Poochakutty is a lightweight and easy to use application designed to help you convert
documents typed in Rachana ASCII fonts to Unicode or ISM. Rachana is a Malayalam font
that may not be properly read by some text editors. Poochakutty can solve this issue by
easily converting the font into Unicode format, while maintaining the text content intact.
The software only supports rich-text format documents, so in order to make the conversion,
first you have to save your file as RTF. Then, all you have to do is browse for the desired
RTF document, choose the Rachana version, the output font type (Unicode or ISM) and
press the convert button! What's New in Poochakutty 1.0 Installs the latest Rachana font in
Windows Supports all major Windows editions Includes a demo version Easily converts
Rachana ASCII font into Unicode or ISM font Poochakutty is a lightweight and easy to use
application designed to help you convert documents typed in Rachana ASCII fonts to
Unicode or ISM. Rachana is a Malayalam font
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What's New in the Poochakutty?

Poochakutty (പൂചകുട്ടി in Malayalam) is a utility application developed to assist you in
converting your old documents from Rachana (Rachana ASCII) font to Unicode or ISM
format. Rachana is a Malayalam font and some of your documents may not be properly
displayed by the text editor. With Poochakutty, you can easily convert your old documents
into Unicode format by simply editing the document's text in the editor and selecting the
desired encoding format. Note: Poochakutty is developed to convert documents into
Unicode or ISM format. If you want to use any of the features like control codes, sticky
notes, special characters, etc. you should save your document first as RTF. Features: 1.
Convert files to Unicode or ISM from Rachana (Rachana ASCII) fonts. 2. Convert file types
such as TIFF, JPG, GIF, PDF and DOC files from ASCII to Unicode or ISM. 3. Converting
ASCII to Unicode or ISM document is a two-step process: (a) Make the document readable
in the editor (in Rachana ASCII) (b) Save the converted document as Unicode or ISM file
type. 4. Decoding Unicode or ISM code: (a) The conversion is made in two steps: (i) Convert
the text into Unicode or ISM (encoding) (ii) Decode the Unicode or ISM. To decode, select
the desired text and click the Decode or Decode All buttons. 5. Generating conversion sheet:
(a) Generate a conversion sheet for a single document, or for all documents in a folder. (b)
Click Generate a Conversion Sheet button to generate a conversion sheet for the selected
text. (c) Click the Set option to get the conversion sheet options: (i) Select the number of
pages for the conversion sheet (ii) Choose the output file type (Unicode or ISM) (iii) Insert
the generated text in the selected output file. (d) If you want to merge different conversion
sheets into one, you can select the Merge option. 6. Option to select the input and output
encoding formats: (a) Select the desired encoding format (e.g. ISM, UTF-8, UTF-16 etc.) by
clicking the Edit button. (b) If you want to select the desired encoding format, then select
the desired encoding format (e.g. ISM,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz RAM:
2 GB Hard Drive: 20 GB Video: DirectX 9.0c compatible DirectX: Version 9.0c compatible
DirectX compatible video card: 256 MB or greater Network: Broadband Internet connection
Recommended: OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2
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